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QUESTION 1

An administrator needs to update an HMC from V7 P7.3 to V7 P7.5 and plans to use a remote server to install the new
HMC code. 

Which remote servers or file systems are available for the update? 

A. NIM, NFS 

B. FTP1, NFS 

C. TFTP, FTP 

D. HTTP, NIM 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A system with IBM i 7.1 has at least one lPv6 address configured. When a user tries to ping a remote system by name,
the response takes a long time. Ping by IP address (for example 10.x.x.x) works without delay. 

Which action will fix this problem? 

A. Use the command CHGTCPDMN and set the parameter HOSTSCHPTY to *LOCAL. 

B. Use the command CHGTCPDMN and set the parameter HOSTSCHPTY to *REMOTE. 

C. Update the Host Table Entries and add a IPv4 for that remote system name. 

D. Change the ping command default as follows: CHGCMDDFT CMD(PING) NEWDFT(ADRVERFMT (*IP4)) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer needs to upgrade from IBM i 5.4 to 7.1 . The current system is used extensively for Web serving. Extensive
database activity is performed in SQL. Which factor will affect the time to perform the upgrade of the operating system? 

A. The ES Type must convert during the IBM i upgrade. 

B. The DB2 referential constraints must be manually reestablished. 

C. Some database joins must be reformatted to be compliant with new SQL standards. 

D. The logical file access paths must be rebuilt into Encoded Vector Indexes (EVI). 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

An administrator performed a restore using a full system save that was taken from a system running IBM i 7.1 with GO
SAVE option 21. The administrator was surprised to discover that no spooled files were restored. 

Which action will allow the administrator to restore spooled files at the next restore operation? 

A. Set the QSAVSPOOL system value to *YES before the full system save. 

B. Set the SPLEDTA parameter to *All for all the output queues using the command CHGOUTQ, before the full system
save. 

C. On the SAVE menu, before the full system save, select Option 20- Define save system and user data defaults and
set "Spooled file data" to *All. 

D. On the RESTORE menu, before the full system restore, select Option 20- Define restore system and user data
defaults and set "Spooled file data" to *All. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator needs to analyze performance data that has been collected. The Performance Tools temporary key
has expired. How can the system administrator analyze the performance data? 

A. Adjust the QDATE system value to the day before the temporary key expired. Then rerun the performance analysis. 

B. On another system with a valid Performance Tools key, enter the command STPPERDDM to use DDM to remotely
connect to the system to be evaluated. 

C. Start performance collection using System i Navigator, save the collection library and restore it to another system
with a valid Performance Tools key. 

D. Start performance collection using the PM400 tab in System i Navigator and click `yes\\' when prompted to send the
data to IBM. Then review IBM\\'s analysis online. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statement describes server firmware delivery that uses PTF5 on a POWER7 system? 

A. A single IBM i (57703S1) PTF is ordered to update server firmware. 

B. The firmware is ordered using the marker PTF ID, such as MHxxxxx, and is installed with normal IBM i PTE
commands. 

C. The server firmware PTE (MFxxxxx) is ordered from the connected HMC and is sent to the service partition for
install. 

D. The HIPER PTF group is ordered for the Licensed Internal Code (5770999) and the order is flagged with Include
Firmware Update *YES. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

All IBM-supplied user profiles and administrators\\' profiles in a system have inadvertently been disabled and an
administrator needs to regain access into the system. What should the administrator do? 

A. Sign on to the system console as user QSECOFR. 

B. Reinstall the system License Internal Code to reset the QSECOFR profile. 

C. Use Function 21 on the control panel 7 times to reset the QSECOFR profile. 

D. Sign on with any user that has *JOBCTL authority and CALL QIBMSECRST (`QSECOFR\\' *DEFAULT1). 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A file named XYZ is secured as follows in the graphic below. What authorities will AUSER have to file XYZ? 

A. *ALL 

B. *CHANGE 

C. *USE + Object Management 

D. * CH 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9
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An administrator is connecting to the HMC for IBM i console access using IBM i Access Using port 2300. What is the
required user ID in "Connection Properties"? 

A. Q#HMC 

B. hscroot 

C. QSECOFR 

D. QCONSOLE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A custom application program is submitted daily by operations personnel using the CALL command. The program has a
requirement that the prior days backup tape volume serial be passed via a parameter so the program can read the
tape. 

The program has failed due to syntax errors when entering the CALL command and parameters. 

What can the administrator do to help minimize similar errors? 

A. Use the Check Tape command and set the Exit parameter to call the program. 

B. Create a Job Schedule Entry to call the program and prompt for the parameter. 

C. Use the command SBMJOB to call the program and set the OTAPE data area parameter to *LAST. 

D. Develop a CL program to capture the correct parameter value. call the program, and pass the parameter. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer selected option 21 from the SAVE menu, entered their tape library TAPMLBO1 and selected to start the
backup immediately. They receive the message "*MOUNTED not correct." What should the administrator do before
restarting the save? 

A. Use SETTAPOGY to the desired tape category. 

B. In WRKMLBSTS allocate the tape drive resource. 

C. Initialize the tape to correctly match the cartridge ID. 

D. Assure that at least two tapes are ready and initialized in the library. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12
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An administrator plans to save all the system values from the source system and restore them on the target system.
Which pair of actions will do this? 

A. PRTSYSINE and save the QSYSPRT generated spool file on the source system Restore the spool file and
RTVSYSINE FILE(QSYSPRT) on the target system 

B. RTVSYSINF LIB(LIBA) and save the LIBA library on the source systemRestore the LIBA library and UPDSYSINF
LIB(LIBA) TYPE(*SYSVAL) on the target system 

C. RTVSYSVAL SYSVAL(*ALL) LIB(LIBA) and save the LIBA library on the source system Restore the LIBA library and
UPDSYSVAL LIB(LIBA) SYSVAL(*ALL) on the target system 

D. WRKSYSVAL SYSVAL(*ALL) OUTPUT(*OUTFILE) FILE(ABC) and save the ABC file on the source system Restore
the ABC file and RTVSYSVAL SYSVAL(*ALL) FILE(ABC) on the target system 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator maintains four image catalogs on a host partition that are used by network-based virtual optical drives.
Periodically, images are added or removed from the catalog and it must be re- exported. 

What is the simplest method to update the share and NES export? 

A. Create a CL program. 

B. Create a REXX program. 

C. Create a Qshell script. 

D. Run the statements manually as needed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

An administrator determines that the system slows down whenever a specific query is run and that IDX- FILEA displays
when a WRKACTJOB is performed. Which tool or command can assist the administrator in determining what is causing
this to occur? 

A. ANZQRY 

B. ANZIDX 

C. System i Navigator Index Adviser 

D. IBM Systems Director Database Manager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15
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Which special authority is required to install PTF5 on a system with the QSECURITY system value set to 40? 

A. *ALLOBJ 

B. *JOBCTL 

C. *SECADM 

D. *IOSYSCFG 

Correct Answer: A 
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